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Make Individual Assignments into Projects:
Letting “Papers” become “Projects”

EXAMPLES from ....
Medievals on the Move (COL 308): Spring 2017

(1) The 21st-century Rosicrucians
(password: rosicrucciantlp)

or

(2) A 15th-century Visitation Record
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Make a Course Unit into a Group Project
(or: Teaching as a Group Project)

EXAMPLE from ....

Medieval World (HIST 120, Amherst College): Spring 2014

Students Creating a Museum Exhibit (Physical & Digital)
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Make an Entire Course into a Group Project

EXAMPLE from ....

Constantinople (COL 128): Spring 2017

Students Creating a Digital Encyclopedia
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Design Your Entire Teaching Curriculum around Research Projects

EXAMPLE from ....

The Traveler’s Lab

Design “Projects” that connect between semesters ...

... and cross the “teaching/research divide”
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“Project-based”?

Choose Your Own Adventure

Whether as
Assignments or Courses or Curriculum,
use the catch-all of “Projects” to design courses
that have better and more coherent....

(1) PEDAGOGICAL ENDS
(2) CONNECTIONS TO RESEARCH
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